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INTRODUCTION

Learning a poem by heart offers a special way of enjoying it.
Speaking a loved poem is a great way of sharing that enjoyment
with others. Listening to a poem being spoken aloud is a way
of feeling its sound and sense. Poetry By Heart supports the
national curriculum for English at key stage 3 and 4 and provides
an opportunity to have the whole school community exploring
and enjoying poetry together. Poetry By Heart also offers a fun
context for learning GCSE anthology poems, developing the
confidence to speak in public and gaining experience with
unseen poems. It also supports wider independent reading and
enjoyment of poetry, especially at A level.

The poems have been chosen to provide different levels of
challenge, with a new timeline anthology for key stage 3 pupils
and a refreshed key stage 4-5 timeline anthology featuring
some shorter and more accessible poems, and providing more
coverage of GCSE anthology poems. There are also special
showcase collections of First World War poetry, Shakespeare’s
sonnets and Romantic poetry. Pupils can find famous poems
by famous poets and others that might surprise them. The
collections include a wide variety of times, styles and voices from
the UK and the wider world, chosen to give everyone a chance to
find their own special poem.

This guide offers a simple step by step approach for having a
celebration of speaking poetry in your school and joining the
national Poetry By Heart secondary school/college competition.

We’ve designed the national Poetry By Heart secondary
competition so that everyone can take part in every kind of
school/college in every part of England. There are Poetry By
Heart certificates for your school contestants, special prizes and
commendations for county contestants, and the best pupils in
each region of England will come to the Poetry By Heart national
finals and awards ceremony with top poets in March 2020. We
hope you’ll join the fun of Poetry By Heart 2019-20.

1. Choose poems you love
2. Learn them by heart
3. Perform them in school/college
4. Enter the national competition
It’s about getting pupils started by choosing one special poem to
learn from the Poetry By Heart collections. These collections offer
young people a diverse and enticing mixture of poems, classic
and contemporary, shorter and longer, surprising and familiar,
that are all perfect for speaking aloud.
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EXPLORE SOME POEMS WITH YOUR PUPILS AND
ENCOURAGE THEM TO FIND THE ONES THEY LOVE
We think poems in the First World War Poetry,
Shakespeare’s Sonnets and Romantic Poetry showcases
could be enjoyed by some younger secondary pupils.
We encourage teachers to advise their pupils according
to interest and accomplishment. For example, many of
Shakespeare’s sonnets would present an unncessary
level of challenge for most key stage 3 and many key
stage 4 pupils, although some of the ‘classics’ might
be sufficiently accessible. There are no extra marks in
the competition for ‘doing Shakespeare’ and pupils are
more likely to score highly reciting a poem they have
genuinely taken to heart than one that is beyond them in
terms of comprehension or maturity.

Key stage 3

Key stage 4

Key stage 5

Mix-it-up
Yellow timeline 7+
Green timeline 11+
Red timeline 14+
First World War poetry
Shakespeare’s Sonnets
Romantic poetry

Poems we advise for this key stage
Poems some pupils in this key stage might choose
Poems not available to pupils in this key stage in the national competition
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CHOOSE A POEM YOU LOVE –
POETRY MIX-IT-UP
Hover on a tile and the poem title appears.
Hit the Mix-It-Up button to shuffle the tiles.
Click on a tile and the poem page opens.
Read the poem, print it, share it.
Listen to a poet reading the poem.
Watch the video-poem.
Click the scissors for a light-touch poem activity.
Choose another poem.
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CHOOSE A POEM YOU LOVE –
TIMELINE ANTHOLOGIES
The timeline anthology opens in a random time zone.

The 3 timeline anthologies have been designed to help you go
time travelling in poetry. Meet poets ‘face to face’ through their
portraits. Enjoy some of the great poems of the past and present.
The yellow timeline is for everyone 7+, the green timeline is 11+
and the red timeline is 14+.

Refresh your browser and see where you travel to next.
Use the scroll bar at the bottom to travel through time.
Use the filters to focus on a topic.
Click on a portrait and the poem page opens.
Read the poem, print it, share it.
Listen to a poet reading the poem.*
Watch young people reciting the poem.
Explore the language in the Oxford English Dictionary.
Find out about the poet.
Think about the poem.
Choose another poem.

FILTER TIMELINE

The Daffodils

Fall, Leaves, Fall

I’m Nobody!
Who are you?

Eldorado

maggie and milly and
molly and may

We Real Cool

Rosa

The Language of Cat

Sleeping Black Jaguar

1807

1837

1891

1919

1956

1960

1999

2011

2014

William Wordsworth

Emily Brontë

Emily Dickinson

Edgar Allen Poe

E. E. Cummings

Gwendolyn Brooks

Rita Dove

Rachel Rooney

Pascale Petit

* We’re adding recordings as fast as we find them - if you know about
any we’re missing we’d love to hear from you.
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CHOOSE A POEM YOU LOVE – POETRY SHOWCASES

The 3 poetry showcases have been designed to help you
explore a single poet, a period, or a style in more detail. All of the
showcases feature filters to help you to focus on a topic.
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LEARNING A POEM BY HEART

Think of a poem as a written text waiting to have life breathed
into it by reading it, listening to it and speaking it aloud. Here
are lots of different ways to help you and your pupils take a
poem to heart.
One-lesson-fun whole class starter
We’ve created a special activity to get your whole class started
by learning a poem together in just one lesson. The poem we
chose is e.e. cummings’s ‘maggie and milly and molly and
may’ – find it on the Poetry By Heart website with the search
bar. The activity instructions are in your competition registration
pack and on the Poetry By Heart website blog. The fun method
can be adapted to any poem you like. Give it a go!
Listen to it
Listen to some different readings of the poem. In the Poetry
By Heart poem collections, we’ve included some links to
recordings of poets reading the poems. We’ve also got some
video-poems: listen as the poem words appear before you
(for an example, see ‘The Tyger’ video-poem in the Mix-It-Up
collection). Listen to different pupil versions too.
Speak it
Read each line several times and try emphasising different
words and phrases. Try different tones of voice in different
parts of the poem. Think about pace, volume and timing. When
you’ve worked out how it sounds best, try marking up a copy of
the poem to remember how to speak it, or record it.

See it
Pupils could make a poem poster for their own process of
learning and for a classroom poetry display. They could write
out and decorate their poem with patterns and pictures to help
them visualise and remember the words. The process of hand
writing is linked to memory in a way that entering text on a
keyboard isn’t.
Move it
Movement is a powerful memory trigger and a good way of
exploring the poem’s form. Some pupils might enjoy chanting,
clapping, dancing, or drumming the poem as a way of
experiencing its sounds and rhythms. If you have space, get
pupils walking as they say lines aloud – try different speeds,
and stops and starts, to fit the poem’s pace and rhythm.
Shape it
Involve pupils in making up movements and gestures to go
with phrases or lines of the poem. This can be a fun way to
enjoy the poem together and it can make learning the poem by
heart a sociable activity. With a bit of practice, this could be a
group or class performance in its own right.
Practise it
Pupils will need time and lots of encouragement to practise
their poem until they know it by heart. They could say it aloud
on their own in front of a mirror or while walking down the
street. They can try out loud on friends and family, even the
dog. It gets easier the more you practise and the feeling of
achievement when you have it by heart is amazing!
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PERFORMING POEMS THE FREESTYLE POETRY CELEBRATION COMPETITION
Once your pupils have learned their poem choices by heart,
it’s time to start sharing these aloud. If you learned a poem
together, why not perform it in an assembly, or at a school/
college performance event, or in a community setting or project
the school/college is connected to. You might share your group
recitation with younger pupils.
If pupils learned different poems individually or in small groups,
you could have an in-class poem sharing occasion where each
pupil or group of pupils says the name of their poet and poem,
then they recite it, then they say a little about why they chose
it. Everyone takes a turn. No judging. Lots of applause. Simple
and effective. Some pupils go on to recite their poems at a
more public school event.
If your pupils have other home languages, they could choose to
recite a poem in that language and tell their classmates what
it’s about. In the freestyle competition there is lots of room to
make this work how you want it to for your pupils. And in the
freestyle Poetry Celebration competition, one poem can
be enough.

Once you’ve reached this point, you’ve already done what
you need to do to enter the national Poetry Celebration
competition. This recognises all the fun and interesting ways
you find to share poems aloud that have been learned by
heart. It celebrates the activities and achievements of a
group of pupils, a whole class or a whole school, and it is the
competition category for all group or choral recitations.
All you have to do is upload some evidence of what you
did: a little video or some photographs (with appropriate
permissions) and a description of your activity. We’ll select
the best Poetry Celebration entries nationally for certificates,
letters of commendation and book prizes. We will invite the
performers of the very best group or choral recitations to come
and perform at the prestigious national finals event in front of
top poets.
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PERFORMING POEMS –
THE INDIVIDUAL RECITATION COMPETITION
If you want to be part of the national event, the next step is to run an official Poetry By Heart Individual Recitation competition

Single key stage competition
>3+ pupils from one key stage category

Larger multiple key stage competition
> 3+ pupils from each key stage category

This could be small or large but must have at least 3 pupils
competing. The winner is entered for that key stage in the
national competition.

If you have at least 3 contestants in each key stage category,
ie 3+ in key stage 3 and 3+ in key stage 4-5, you could have
separate rounds of your competition and pick one winner from
each round. Both can be entered in the national competition.
You’ll use our competition guidelines to choose your winner(s).
Your winner(s) can then go through to the national competition.
They could become a county winner, a regional winner or even
a national Poetry By Heart champion!

Small multiple key stage competition
>3+ pupils from different key stage categories
If you have at least 3 contestants overall but with just 1 or 2
from each key stage, hold one competition and pick your
winner. This winner is entered for the relevant key stage in the
national competition.

Teacher Competition
Don’t miss out on the fun yourself! You and/or your
colleagues could learn a poem and enter the Poetry By
Heart Teacher Competition! Choose one poem from any
Poetry By Heart collection on the website. All you have to
do is learn it by heart and upload a video of you reciting it.
We’ll select the best Teacher entries nationally for certificates,
letters of commendation and book prizes. Your chance for
teacher glory!
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RUNNING AN OFFICIAL POETRY BY HEART
INDIVIDUAL RECITATION COMPETITION
To take part in the official Poetry By Heart Individual Recitation
competition, pupils in key stages 3-5 learn 2 poems from the
collections indicated on page 3. One poem must have been
published before 1914. One poem must have been published
in or after 1914. The dates of all the poems can be found in the
Timeline Anthologies. One of the poem choices for pupils in key
stage 4 can be one of their GCSE anthology poems that is also
is featured in one of the Poetry By Heart collections.

An official Individual Recitation competition must be judged
following the Poetry By Heart process and guidelines. To judge
your school competition you will need 3 members of staff or
parent volunteers.
One person will assess the quality of the pupils’ performances
using the contest score sheet.
One person will both provide prompts for pupils who need a
little help and assess the accuracy of their performances using
the accuracy score sheet.
One person will keep track of all the scores by collecting the
score sheets from the judges and adding them up, using the
score totaliser.
You will also need to think about who will introduce the pupils,
announce the results and give out certificates and any prizes.
This could be your headteacher, literacy coordinator, a local
librarian, a PGCE tutor, a writer or a local VIP – or you!
The scoring system is on page 11. Score sheets and certificates
are on page 12. These scores are used as a guide to help you
choose your school winner in a way that is consistent with the
judging that will take place in the next round of the competition.
Your judges can of course have a discussion too!
To find out more about running a school competition,
call the Poetry By Heart team on 0117 905 5338 or email
info@poetrybyheart.org.uk. We can also arrange a skype chat
with your team. We’re standing by to answer your questions
and to give advice, top tips and encouragement!
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GUIDELINES FOR COMPETITION JUDGING

Voice

Presentation

Scored from 1 – 7 points

Scored from 1-7 points

To make sure that the competition is fair, we have designed
criteria in four categories against which each recitation will be
judged and scored.

In a strong recitation, all the words are pronounced
appropriately in the young person’s natural accent and the
volume, rhythm, speed and stress on different phrases all
contribute to the overall effect.

The four categories are Voice, Understanding, Presentation
and Accuracy. A maximum total of 25 points can be awarded
across these categories, which are set out in the Poetry By
Heart scoring sheet.

This category considers the overall success of the recitation.
Has the recitation honoured the poem by captivating the
audience with its language and meaning? Did the young
person appear confident, seek eye-contact with the audience
and use appropriate body language?

Understanding

Poetry by Heart is a poetry recitation competition rather than
a drama competition: we are inviting young people to talk the
poem rather than to give a theatrical performance.

Scored from 1-7 points

Accuracy
Maximum of 4 points

Do you think the young person understands the words they are
speaking and the overall mood and meaning of the poem?
When a young person has truly understood a poem, their
recitation will clearly and powerfully communicate the meaning
to the audience.
The young person will talk the poem, relying on the words
themselves, and their arrangement on the page in the unique
way the poet has expressed her or himself. Talking the poem
in this way in their natural accent, there will be no need to
exaggerate the words by distracting dramatic gestures, singing
or exaggerated emotions (although some poem choices will
have scope for a more dramatic delivery than others).

This is a technical assessment of the recitation where 4 marks
are given for a word-perfect recitation; 3 for a small number
of errors which do not affect the meaning and smooth-flowing
of the poem; 2 where the errors do affect the meaning and
smooth flowing of the poem; 1 where the young person needs
to ask for a prompt every now and then; 0 where the young
person needs to ask for a prompt frequently.

Icon by Vicons Design (The Noun Project)
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SCHOOL COMPETITION KIT

Use the contest score sheet to record
how well each pupil manages to speak
their poem.

Use the accuracy score sheet to record
how accurately each pupil manages to
speak their poem.

Sticky book plates are
provided for schools
wishing to give their own
book prizes to pupils

Use the score totaliser to record the
scores for each pupil taking part in your
competition.

Download, print and fill in certificates for
your pupils.

Download and print contest and accuracy score sheets, score totalisers and certificates from
the Poetry By Heart website. If printing them off is a problem, talk to us on 0117 905 5338 or
info@poetrybyheart.org.uk. If you need more sticky bookplates, let us know.
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ENTERING THE NATIONAL POETRY BY HEART
INDIVIDUAL RECITATION COMPETITION
Once you have your school winner, you simply make a video of
their performance and upload it to our secure Poetry By Heart
online judging system by midnight on 14th February 2020.
We want to ensure that voices from every county in England are
represented in Poetry By Heart, so if this deadline is going to
be tight for you, please talk to us. There is some flexibility if you
need it. We’ll send all registered schools information about this
system and how to upload when it goes live in January 2020.
Or send your video file to us by another arrangement agreed
with the Poetry By Heart team.
Videos of school winners’ performances will be judged by an
experienced panel of poets and educators. They will choose
county winners and the very best of these in each English
region. Regional winners will be invited to perform their poems
in front of top poets at the Poetry By Heart national finals
event in March 2020. We will choose Poetry By Heart national
champions for key stage 3 and 4-5. Details to be announced
very soon.
If your school winner is invited to the national finals event, they
will need to be accompanied by a responsible adult. This will
ordinarily be a teacher or other staff member from the school.
All expenses are paid including travel for pupil and teacher,
and supply cover.
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This competition guide was written by Julie Blake
and Tim Shortis, and designed by Howoco.
It is subject to the terms of Crown Copyright.
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